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Consultant Job in Zurich (100%) 

Would you like to become part of a dynamic, highly motivated and well-educated team who 
is offering very specialized consulting services? If you match the criteria below and are 
passionate about challenging business cases in exciting Asian markets we are looking 
forward to getting your motivation letter and CV. 

Qualifications 

 Master’s degree from a top-tier university with outstanding academic record 
 Minimal 1-2 years of experience from a leading company, preferably from a strategy 

consulting company 
 Solid functional knowledge, including but not limited to strategy, business development, 

manufacturing, supply chain, project management, marketing and sales, etc. 
 Strong quantitative, analytical and conceptual problem-solving skills combined with 

outstanding business acumen 
 Strong entrepreneurial thinking 
 Proven ability to motivate others, communicate complex ideas clearly, gain the respect 

of clients and colleagues, and work collaboratively 
 Fluency in English and German is required, additional languages are a plus 
 Strong Excel and PPT skills 

 
Who you will work with 

Asia Dynamics is a boutique size but global management consulting firm, deeply committed 
to helping private companies to achieve lasting success. For over five years, our primary 
objective has been to serve as our clients' advisor in regards to Market Entry and Market 
Expansion in Asia. Asia Dynamics does not only define strategies but makes also sure that the 
implementation will be successful. We follow a very much result-driven approach.  

What you will do 

Asia Dynamics’ consulting projects focus on sales & distribution in Asia. Our projects cover a 
wide range of strategic topics and operational issues in various industries. You will work as 
part of a team, but need to be able to work independently and think out of the box to find 
creative solutions for challenging problems. 

Typical activities of a consultant involve performing analyses of particular problems as 
defined, including identifying and prioritizing issues, synthesizing the insights from the 
analyses, developing recommendations as well as defining proposal for implementation. You 
will be based in Zurich, but as our clients are based in Europe and their target markets are in 
Asia, you will be required to travel from time to time. 

Contact: career@asia-dynamics.com 


